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Pro BizTalk 2009Apress, 2009

	In the beginning, when BizTalk was still in its infancy, there were two teams within Microsoft: the Commerce Server Team and the COM+ team. The Commerce Server Team was implementing technology it called Commerce Server Messaging Pipelines, which was essentially software that allowed applications to move messages from one system to another...
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Getting Started with RooO'Reilly, 2011

	This is my first book with O’Reilly, and I’m very grateful for their help and encouragement.
	Their editorial team is first class, and efficient. It was great working with you.


	I, like many of you, have been using Spring for a long, long time. I wasn’t initially
	convinced I needed Spring Roo (to be honest). It...
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How To Talk To Absolutely Anyone: Confident Communication in Every SituationCapstone, 2013

	Be a people magnet!


	Improving your people skills and becoming a people-person is a surefire route to success, happiness, and confidence. Weíve all looked enviously across the room at that person who seems to effortlessly interact with everyone – humorous, confident and well liked. That person is confident with...
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The BIOS Companion: The book that doesn't come with your motherboard!BookSurge Publishing, 2004
The instructions that turn a PC into a useful machine come in three stages, starting with application programs, which are loaded by an operating system, which in turn is loaded by a bootstrap loader in the BIOS (the Basic Input/Output System). There are several in a PC, a good example being the one on the video card that controls the interface...
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Sams Teach Yourself Twitter in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 2009

	Welcome to Twitter, the Social Networking site that was called “utterly
	devoid of any sort of merit” by New Zealand Herald’s Canvas Magazine,
	(June 6, 2009) in the same week it appeared on the cover of TIME
	Magazine as “a powerful form of communication” and “the future of
	American innovation.”...
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Speaking about Science: A Manual for Creating Clear PresentationsCambridge University Press, 2006

	In an age when so much communication is tethered to

	technology, delivering messages face-to-face has paradoxically

	become even more vital to professional success. We all have ready

	access to more information than any of our ancestors did. At the

	click of a few keys, we can locate reams of facts on any topic under

	the sun. But...
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Internet Multimedia Communications Using SIP: A Modern Approach Including Java® PracticeMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) was conceived in 1996 as a signaling protocol for inviting users to multimedia conferences. With this development, the next big Internet revolution silently started. That was the revolution which would end up converting the Internet into a total communication system which would allow people to talk to each other,...
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The PHP Anthology: 101 Essential Tips, Tricks & HacksSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2007
The PHP Anthology: 101 Essential Tips, Tricks & Hacks, 2nd Edition is a collection of powerful PHP 5 solutions to the most common programming problems.
  Featuring best-practice code and a commonsense approach to development, this book includes coverage of:
  

	Manage errors gracefully.  
	Build functional...
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Robot Builder's Bonanza, 4th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Which of these fields are involved in robotics? You may choose from the following: engineering,
	electronics, psychology, sociology, biology, physics, artificial intelligence, math, art,
	mechanical design, mechanical construction, computer programming, sound synthesis, vision,
	ultrasonics, linguistics, microelectronics, process control,...
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Bayesian Reasoning and Machine LearningCambridge University Press, 2012


	We live in a world that is rich in data, ever increasing in scale. This data comes from many dierent

	sources in science (bioinformatics, astronomy, physics, environmental monitoring) and commerce (customer

	databases, nancial transactions, engine monitoring, speech recognition, surveillance, search). Possessing

	the knowledge as to...
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The Web Designer's RoadmapSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2012

	
	
		Welcome to another book about web design! Well, actually, this one’s different. This book will also
	
		delve into the creative side of designing for theWeb, including a look at art history and some sources
	
		of inspiration for the intrepid web designer. In the main, we’ll be discussing the phases of the design...
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Fluent C# (Other Sams)Sams Publishing, 2011

	This book doesn’t look much like other technical tutorials, does it? Well, for once, looks aren’t deceiving, because Fluent Learning books aren’t much like other technical tutorials. We don’t want to teach you things.


	We want to help you learn things. We’ve done a lot of research...
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